Active reducing the skin friction drag of vehicles (such as missiles, rockets, aircraft, high-speed train, submarines, etc.) during the navigation process can improve the respond speed effectively, save the energy consumption and increase the endurance time. As lots of active drag reduction methods were proposed for different applications, a review article is urgently needed to guide researchers to choose suitable methods for their pre-research. In this review, the generation mechanisms of skin friction drag under the action of disturbing the turbulent boundary layer are discussed, and the main active drag reduction methods are summarized. According to the actuation modes, we divided the active drag reduction methods into: drag reduction based on wall motion; drag reduction based on volume force control; drag reduction based on wall deformation and drag reduction based on micro vibration generated by piezoelectric actuator. The development status, drag reduction mechanisms, typical structures and drag reduction performance of each active drag reduction method are discussed and summarized in this work, which can provide preliminary research references for those who are engaged in the research of active wall drag reduction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the impact of the oil crisis in the early 1970s, the drag reduction technology has developed gradually in recent decades. Especially in the field of military and transport, achieving drag reduction can not only reduce energy consumption so as to improve the total navigation time, but also increase the sailing speed to meet the strategic requirements of rapid response, as shown in Fig.1 . Researches shown that, for vehicles driving in air or sea, much energy could be saved when little skin friction drag was reduced [1] , [2] . Thus, effective drag reduction technology is of great significance to improve the performance of vehicles and save energy.
For objects moving in fluids (air, water, etc.), skin frictional drag is mainly generated in the region where turbulence occurs, and can be adjusted by controlling the characteristics of the near wall turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, the effective turbulence control methods have attracted extensive attention of researchers in the past decades [3] , [4] . By controlling the turbulent boundary layer, we can achieve:
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(a) drag reduction [5] , (b) flow pressure fluctuation controlling [6] , [7] , (c) flow separation controlling [8] - [11] , (d) transition controlling [12] - [14] , (e) lift adjusting [15] , [16] , (f) noise suppression [17] - [19] , and so on. Here, we mainly discuss the effective methods of controlling the coherent structure of the near wall turbulent boundary layer for reducing the skin frictional drag.
Varies of passive and active control methods for drag reduction has been proposed after that the riblet drag reduction method was proved to be effective in reducing the skin friction drag [20] , [21] . Passive control methods are mainly used in some specific conditions, and the controlling parameters generally remain unchanged. Active control methods can be applied in common conditions where the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer are variable, and have developed rapidly in recent years. Deng et al. [22] achieved skin friction drag reduction by using the opposition active control method (wall blowing and suction), and studied the drag reduction characteristics when the method was applied in fluid with different Reynolds numbers. Xiang et al. [23] proposed the method of achieving drag reduction by using cavitation hydrofoil, and the Bubble-Droplet cavitation model VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ was established to study the unsteady dynamics of Clark-y cavitating hydrofoil.
In this work, the mechanisms, characteristics, research status and application fields of active drag reduction technologies with different actuation modes are mainly discussed. Firstly, in section 2, the generation process of coherent structure in near wall turbulent boundary layer and how the skin friction drag is influenced by the turbulent coherent structure are illustrated. Then, in section 3, the effective active control methods and the corresponding working mechanisms for reducing the skin friction drag by modifying coherent structure are introduced. The actuation modes of the control methods mainly include wall motion, volume force control of near wall fluid, wall deformation and micro vibration produced by piezoelectric actuator. The drag reduction methods based on micro vibration have the advantages of simple structure, low power consumption and high drag reduction rate, are emphatically discussed in this section. Finally, in section 4, conclusions are summarized based on the discussion results and some feasible proposes are given for the future follow up studies of corresponding drag reduction control methods.
II. TURBULENT COHERENT STRUCTURE AND FRICTION DRAG REDUCTION
According to the Prandtl boundary layer equations, when fluid flows on the surface of an object, the friction force mainly created in the thin layer of fluid adjacent to the wall. This thin layer of fluid is termed as the turbulent boundary layer and it exists in most actual flow fields. With the development of detection technology and statistical analysis technology of fluid characteristics, the structure of boundary layer is gradually revealed. As shown in Fig.2 , the turbulent boundary layer consists of inner layer and outer layer, inner layer is mainly composed of the sublayer, the buffer layer, and the logarithmic layer.
Although the turbulent interactions exist between the inner layer and outer layer, drag reduction can be achieved by mainly controlling the inner layer [24] - [26] . [36] . Blue and red indicate low-speed streaks and high-speed streaks respectively; the black lines denote vortex lines.
There are various kinds of vortices existing in the near wall fluid, among which horseshoe and hairpin vortices are the key factors to generate turbulence [27] - [29] . The generation of turbulent motion depends mainly on the characteristics of sublayer (0 < y + < 5) and the buffer layer (5 < y + < 30), where y + is the dimensionless normal distance from the wall. The velocity of fluid in viscous sublayer and buffer layer presents streak structure (high-speed region and low-speed region appear alternatively), as shown in Fig.3 . Low-speed fluids eject from the wall to the outside, while high-speed fluids sweep from the outside to the wall [30] , [31] . The ejection and sweep processes are mainly induced by inclined quasi-streamwise vortices which are the main cause of Reynolds stress [32] . As this processes mainly occur in the near wall region (y + < 15), which means that the near wall control methods are easy to achieve drag reduction [33] - [35] .
The interaction between various kinds of vortices and high/low speed streaks constitutes turbulent coherent structure in the near wall region. The periodicity of coherent structure plays an important role in the self-sustainment of turbulent boundary layer [37] - [40] . The ejection and sweep processes in the near wall fluid redistribute the velocity gradient and change the Reynolds shear stress, thus forming new alternating high and low speed streaks. The generation mechanism of streamwise vortices can generally be described as that the parent vortices produce the offspring vortices in the near wall field [41] , [42] , or the high/low speed streaks produce streamwise vortices due to the instability of shear layer [43] - [45] . Bernard et al. [42] studied the dynamic evolution of near-wall quasi-streamwise vortices, and found that the generated Reynolds shear stress is beneficial to the formation of new vortices in turbulent boundary layer. It can be seen that the self-sustainment of the turbulent boundary layer is the main factor causing the skin friction force near the wall.
Controlling the turbulent coherent structure artificially and disturbing the self-sustainment of turbulent boundary layer can restrain the turbulent bursting and reduce the wall resistance. Deng and Xu [46] reduced skin friction force by controlling the generation of quasi-streamwise vortices near the wall. Endo et al. [47] achieved a drag reduction rate of 12% by weakening the streamwise vortices near the wall. Kravchenko et al. [48] obtained the relationship between the wall shear rate and the streamwise vortices near the wall, and found that the measuring position had a great influence on the wall friction resistance. Kim and Lee [49] found that the decrease of skin friction force was accompanied by the decrease of the amount of quasi-streamwise vortices by controlling streamwise stress.
In order to control the turbulent coherent structure effectively to achieve drag reduction, various active control methods are proposed by researchers. According to the action modes for disturbing the turbulent boundary layer, the main active control methods can be divided as: drag reduction based on wall motion, drag reduction based on volume force control, drag reduction based on wall deformation, and drag reduction based on micro vibration, as shown in Fig.4 . Drag reduction based on wall motion is achieved by controlling wall motion to interfere with the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer. Drag reduction based on force control is achieved by directly disturbing the near wall turbulent boundary layer by applying volume force (such as electromagnetic force, plasma force, etc.) to the near wall fluid. Drag reduction based on wall deformation is obtained by using external force to drive the wall to deform along the normal direction, thus interacting with the turbulent boundary layer. Drag reduction based on micro vibration is mainly achieved by using mechanical, electromagnetic and piezoelectric actuators to produce micro vibration on the wall to change the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer. The mechanisms and drag reduction performance of each control methods are discussed in the following text.
III. DRAG REDUCTION BASED ON WALL MOTION
Drag reduction based on wall motion is an effective method for reducing skin friction drag in turbulent flow [50] - [53] . According to the motion form, it can be divided into drag reduction based on spanwise wall oscillation and drag reduction based on oscillation traveling waves, as shown in Fig.5 . For drag reduction based on spanwise wall oscillation, the velocity of wall oscillation is usually a function of time or space (i.e. w(t) = A sin(ωt) or w(x) = A sin(κ x x)), as shown in Fig.5 (a). For drag reduction based on oscillation traveling waves, the wall oscillation usually propagates in the form of traveling waves along the spanwise direction or along the streamwise direction (i.e. w(z, t) = A sin(κ z z − ωt) or w(x, t) = A sin(κ x x −ωt)), as shown in Fig.5 
(b) and Fig.5(c).
Where A is the amplitude, ω is the angular frequency, κ x is the streamwise wave number, and κ z is the spanwise wave number.
A. CREATING SPANWISE WALL OSCILLATION TO ACHIEVE DRAG REDUCTION
Based on the idea that sudden pressure gradient change along the spanwise direction will cause reduction of skin friction drag in turbulent flow [54] , Jung et al. proposed the method of reducing near-wall drag by high frequency wall oscillation along the spanwise direction. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) results shown that when the dimensionless oscillation period T + = 100, the turbulence effect in the channel was well suppressed, the Reynolds shear stress and turbulence intensity decreased significantly, and the drag reduction rate was up to 40% [55] , [56] . Laadhari et al. [57] verified that the mean flow velocity, mean velocity gradient and turbulence intensity of turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate decreased significantly when the spanwise wall oscillation occurred based on experimental results, the experimental setup is shown in Fig.6 . Trujillo et al. [58] measured the average velocity of the viscous sublayer by means of the hot film technique, obtained a drag reduction rate of 25% and found that wall oscillation could result in the decrease of streamwise velocity fluctuation, normal velocity fluctuation, turbulent shear stress, burst frequency and duration time of turbulence. The drag reduction effect of wall oscillation is further verified in turbulent pipe flow. Choi and Graham [59] conducted experimental studies on the circular-wall oscillation in a turbulent pipe. The results shown that the friction coefficient can be reduced by 25% by circular-wall oscillation. Quadrio and Sibilla [60] conducted direct numerical simulations of turbulent flow in a pipe, which oscillated along longitudinal axis, and obtained a maximum drag reduction rate of 40%. They thought the main reason was that the oscillation affected the streamwise vortices in the turbulent flow. Duggleby et al. [61] carried out relevant researches on wall oscillation of turbulent pipe flow, and the results also demonstrated that wall oscillation of pipe could control the characteristics of near-wall turbulent boundary layer and reduce the skin friction drag.
In addition, Baig et al. studied the drag reduction performance of a cylindrical ring with a super-hydrophobic rotating inner-wall, they found that the Taylor-Couette flows could be formed between the inner and outer walls of the cylindrical ring, and the maximum drag reduction rate could reach up to 34%. The drag reduction was mainly related to the slip at the wall [62] .
In order to obtain higher drag reduction rate, researchers analyzed the influences of related parameters on the drag reduction performance. The key parameters of wall oscillation are oscillation period T , amplitude A, and velocity w. The dimensionless oscillation period can be described as T + = π z + /w + , where z + is the dimensionless oscillation amplitude and w + is the dimensionless oscillation velocity. Choi et al. [63] optimized the oscillation velocity by adjusting the oscillation period and amplitude based on wind tunnel experiments, and a maximum drag reduction rate up to 45% was achieved. They found that the drag reduction rate was proportional to the oscillation velocity, which was quoted and approved by Trujillo et al. [58] . Quadrio and Ricco [64, 65] also studied the influences of vibration parameters on drag reduction performance. Based on the results of wall oscillation velocity and period, they proposed a parameter called scaling factor and found that it was linear with drag reduction rate. Skote et al. [66] studied the influences of Reynolds number on the drag reduction rate when the wall oscillates in spanwise direction. They found that the maximum drag reduction rate has a power law relation with Reynolds number.
The wall oscillation velocity plays an important role in the energy balance. Baron and Quadrio [67] studied the relationship between energy saving and wall oscillation velocity for channel flow. It was found that net energy saving occured mainly when the wall oscillation velocity was relatively low. When the oscillation velocity was U /4h (where U was the flow velocity in the channel and h was the half height of the channel), 10% of the net energy was saved. While, when the oscillation velocity was greater than 3U /8h, the total energy was consumed instead of saved. It demonstrated that this drag reduction method was effective when applying oscillation with low velocity, otherwise, the external input energy consumed by creating oscillation was greater than the saved energy which was contrary to the original intention of drag reduction.
The mechanism of reducing skin friction drag based on wall oscillation can be outlined in two aspects. On one aspect, the negative spanwise vorticity can be generated by the spanwise wall oscillation, as shown in Fig.7 , the mean velocity gradient in the viscous sublayer decreases and the mean velocity profile in the logarithmic layer moves up [68] . Periodic wall oscillation would cause the decrease of the streamwise vorticity associated with the longitudinal vortices. Meanwhile, negative spanwise vortices could hinder the stretching process of longitudinal vortices in the viscous sublayer, reduce the streamwise vorticity and weaken the turbulence intensity near the wall, which result in the reduction of skin friction drag [69] , [70] . On another aspect, spanwise wall oscillation could interfere with the spatial correlation between near wall streamwise vortices and streak structure, leading to high-speed fluid moving away from the wall and low-speed fluid moving toward the wall which could reduce the Reynolds stress near the wall [52] , [71] - [76] .
B. CREATING WALL OSCILLATION TRAVELING WAVES TO ACHIEVE DRAG REDUCTION
Zhao et al. [77] analyzed the drag reduction performance when wall oscillation waves propagated along the spanwise direction, as shown in Fig.5 (b), a drag reduction rate of 30% was obtained. They found that new streamwise vorticities were added into the near-wall Stokes thin layer, which restrained the turbulent bursting and reduced the skin friction drag.
Quadrio and Ricco [78] , [79] used DNS method to analyze the influence of the propagation characteristics of oscillation waves on the skin friction drag, as shown in Fig.5(c) , and obtained the maximum drag reduction rate as 48%. They found that when the wall oscillation wave propagates along the downstream direction, the skin friction drag might increase, while when it propagates along the reverse direction, the skin friction drag always decreased. Subsequently, they also studied the effects of the propagation characteristics of the oscillation waves on the near-wall characteristics of the fluid in laminar flow [80] .
Auteri et al. [81] studied the effect of propagation characteristics of oscillation waves on skin friction drag of turbulent pipe flow based on experiments, as shown in Fig.8 , and a drag reduction rate of 33% was achieved. They found that when the wall oscillation waves propagated along the opposite direction of the flow, the skin friction drag always decreased, which was consistent with the results obtained by Quadrio et al.
Zhao et al. [82] analyzed the drag reduction characteristics of turbulent pipe flow when creating oscillation waves propagated on the outer wall by DNS. They found that the maximum drag reduction rate and increasing rate were both 48%. Compared with the results obtained by Quadrio et al., the maximum drag reduction rate was almost the same, while the maximum drag increasing rate increased almost by two times. They thought the reason was that the centrifugal force generated by rotation produced new coherent structures which increased the skin friction drag. They also found that the increase of cylindrical curvature was not conducive to drag reduction, and more net power could be saved when the amplitude decreases.
IV. DRAG REDUCTION BASED ON VOLUME FORCE CONTROL
The drag reduction method based on volume force control is to directly change the characteristics of the near wall fluid to interfere with the streak structure to achieve drag reduction. By electromagnetic actuator to generate Lorentz forces in the near wall conductive fluid or use plasma actuator to generate plasma force, the motion characteristics of the near wall fluid can be controlled. Skin friction drag reduction can be obtained by controlling the volume force oscillation wave to propagate along the spanwise direction or streamwise direction.
Well drag reduction effect can be achieved by applying spanwise oscillating volume force to the near wall fluid [83] . Berger et al. [84] , Lee and Sung [85] , Breuer et al. [86] and Pang and Choi [87] embedded electrodes and permanent magnets on the wall to exert spanwise oscillating electromagnetic force on the near-wall fluid to control its flow characteristics. The validity of this drag reduction method was verified based on DNS or experiments. Choi et al. [88] used plasma actuator to produce plasma in the near wall field and used an external electric field to control the motion characteristics of the near wall fluid. The experimental results show that this method could achieve drag reduction performance as well. Figs.9 and 10 show the details of the electromagnetic actuator and the plasma actuator, respectively.
Fuaad et al. [89] proposed the method of arranging heated strips along the streamwise or the spanwise direction on the wall to generate thermal buoyancy to achieve drag reduction. They found that better drag reduction performance could be obtained when the generated thermal buoyancy propagated along streamwise direction. Under this condition, the wall thermal buoyancy could interfere the distribution status of turbulent kinetic energy effectively, which formed a wide low-speed streak and restrained the velocity fluctuation. In addition, they also proposed the method of combining thermal buoyancy with super-hydrophobic to achieve higher drag reduction rate [90] .
Khan and Baig [91] proposed the method of controlling the near wall flow by placing monopoles / dipoles on the bottom wall of the turbulent channel to generate weak pressure disturbances, which effectively reduced the friction drag. The weak pressure disturbances reduced the occurrence of turbulent burst, weakened the turbulent kinetic energy, and reduced the friction drag.
In fact, drag reduction can be obtained whether the volume force oscillation wave propagates along the spanwise direction or along the streamwise direction.
A. CREATING SPANWISE TRAVELING WAVE TO ACHIEVE DRAG REDUCTION
Du and Karniadakis [36] used DNS to study the effect of Lorentz force oscillation waves, which were applied to near wall fluid and propagated along the spanwise direction, on turbulence suppression. The Lorentz force oscillation waves propagating along the spanwise direction could be described as:
where, I was the excitation amplitude, λ z was the spanwise wavelength, T was the period, and was the penetration length. They found that this method could eliminate most of the near wall streak structures, and a drag reduction rate of 30% was achieved. Finally, they proved the validity of the DNS results by experiments. Then they studied the mechanism of reducing skin friction drag based on controlling the spanwise volume force oscillation waves [92] .
They found that the volume force oscillation waves, propagating along the spanwise direction, would cause the regularization of the streamwise vorticity, and the introduction of the external streamwise vorticity would eliminate a large number of near wall streak structures. The conclusions were in agreement with the results obtained by Choi and Clayton [68] .
Subsequently, Karniadakis and Choi [93] given the mechanism of the drag reduction method based on summarizing the current research results, that was, the volume force oscillation waves, which propagated along the spanwise direction, could suppress the longitudinal vortices near the wall and reduce the instability of low-speed streak structure. Schoppa and Hussain [94] also found that the longitudinal vortices could interfere with the streak structure which could achieve the drag reduction.
Fan et al. [95] - [98] reduced the skin friction drag by applying oscillating electromagnetic force to near-wall fluid and made the traveling wave propagate along the spanwise direction. The effect of the traveling wave on the near wall turbulent boundary layer was investigated by DNS. Xu and Choi [99] experimentally studied the characteristics of the streak structures when electromagnetic traveling waves were applied on the near wall fluid, and a drag reduction rate of 28.9% was obtained.
Choi et al. [88] , [100] reduced the skin friction drag by driving the near wall plasma to oscillate and control the oscillation waves propagate along the spanwise direction. Through experiments, they found that the statuses of coherent structure produced by using this method were consistent with the results obtained by using electromagnetic force.
It can be seen that the skin friction drag can be reduced by applying volume force to the near wall fluid and make the generated oscillation waves propagate along the spanwise direction. The main mechanism can be described as that the oscillation waves restrain the longitudinal vortices near the wall, which weakens the instability of the streak structure near the wall and forms a wide low-speed streak.
B. CREATING STREAMWISE TRAVELING WAVE TO ACHIEVE DRAG REDUCTION
Drag reduction can also be achieved by applying oscillation volume force to the near wall fluid and make the oscillating wave propagate along the streamwise direction. Qin et al. [101] controlled the characteristics of turbulent boundary layer by applying oscillating Lorentz force and controlling the oscillation waves to propagate along the streamwise direction. The Lorentz force applied can be described as:
where, I was the excitation amplitude, λ x was the flow wavelength, T was the period, and was the penetration length of the control force. Based on numerical simulations, they obtained a maximum drag reduction rate of 46% and found that the drag reduction rates were different when the oscillating wave propagated along the streamwise direction and against the streamwise direction.
Huang et al. [102] found that the drag reduction performance could be optimized by adjusting the wave number of oscillation wave, and a drag reduction rate of 42% was obtained based on the spectral analysis method. They thought that the mechanism of the drag reduction method could be described as: the propagating volume force oscillation wave along the streamwise direction induces the generalized Stokes layer to modulate the near-wall flow field. This change suppressed the frequency and intensity of turbulent bursting near the wall, which reduced the skin friction drag.
V. DRAG REDUCTION BASED ON WALL DEFORMATION
The wall deformation drag reduction method is to use external actuators to make the wall deform which could interfere with the turbulent boundary layer, so as to achieve skin friction drag reduction [103] . It can be mainly divided into: (i) spanwise traveling wave drag reduction, that is, the wall deformation generates traveling waves propagating along the spanwise direction, as shown in Fig.11; (ii) streamwise traveling wave drag reduction, that is, the wall deformation generates traveling waves propagating along the streamwise direction, as shown in Fig.12 .
A. CREATING SPANWISE TRAVELING WAVE TO ACHIEVE DRAG REDUCTION
Itoh et al. [104] used a loudspeaker to drive the flexible plate to deform and generate spanwise traveling waves. According to the experimental results, a drag reduction rate of 7.5% was achieved. Then, they improved the driving device, as indicated in Fig.13 , to optimize the drag reduction performance by adjusting the traveling wave parameters, and a drag reduction rate 13% was obtained [105] .
Tomiyama and Fukagata [106] used direct numerical simulation method to study the effects of spanwise traveling waves, generated by wall deformation, on the characteristics of turbulent boundary layer, as shown in Fig.14. A drag reduction rate of 13.4% and a net energy saving rate of 12.2% were achieved. They thought the drag reduction mechanism of this method could be described as: the spanwise traveling waves generated by wall deformation could shield the quasi-streamwise vortices and make it away from the wall.
Klumpp et al. [107] , [108] used a numerical method to realize drag reduction by making the wall deform and generate spanwise traveling waves, a drag reduction rate of 6% was achieved. They found that secondary flow was induced by wall deformation, which reduced the normal vorticity fluctuation of the viscous sublayer and the instability of streak structure.
Koh and Meysonnat [109] - [111] used large eddy simulation method to study the effects of Reynolds number, deformation amplitude and pressure gradient on the wall shear stress. The results shown that when the Reynolds number was relatively low, the drag reduction performance based on this method was better; with the increase of Reynolds number, the obtained drag reduction rate decreased; in a certain range, the larger the deformation amplitude, the smaller the wall shear stress; compared with the drag reduction performance in zero pressure gradient flow, the drag reduction rate in positive and negative pressure gradient flow were smaller.
Roggenkamp et al. [112] , [113] deformed aluminum plate by using electromagnetic actuators and produced sinusoidal waves propagating along the spanwise direction, as shown in Fig.15 . Based on the experimental results obtained by particle image velocimetry (PIV) and micro-particle tracking velocimetry (µ-PTV), they found that when the Reynolds number of flow field was relatively low, the higher the amplitude, the better the drag reduction performance is. A drag reduction rate of 3.4% was achieved by experiments. They thought that the mechanism could be described as: the change of turbulent boundary layer characteristics, which was caused by the traveling waves generated by wall deformation, could lead to the decrease of momentum exchange in the near wall fluid. Then, they analyzed the influences of deformation frequency and amplitude on the drag reduction performance, and obtained a maximum drag reduction rate as 4.5% [114] .
Later, they proposed a method of combining passive drag reduction method (Riblet) and active drag reduction method (wall deformation drag reduction) to obtain better drag reduction performance, as shown in Fig.16 [115] . They driven aluminum plate with riblet surface to deform and generate spanwise traveling waves. Based on the PIV and µ-PTV results, they found that the drag reduction performance, when combined the two drag reduction methods, was preferable to that of taking each single drag reduction method.
It can be seen that, generating spanwise traveling waves based on wall deformation is an effective drag reduction method and combining different drag reduction method to obtain better drag reduction performance is worth further study.
B. CREATING STREAMWISE TRAVELING WAVE TO ACHIEVE DRAG REDUCTION
Taneda and Tomonari [116] proposed using cams to drive the flexible plate and generate streamwise traveling waves to reduce the skin friction drag, which was verified by experiments, as shown in Fig.17 . Yao et al. [117] achieved a drag reduction rate of 42% by arranging several cylinders in the flow direction to drive the flexible plate to deform and generate streamwise traveling waves, as shown in Fig.18 . They found that the ratio of wave velocity to flow velocity has a great influence on the separation of turbulent boundary layer and the drag reduction rate.
Shen et al. [118] used direct numerical simulation to analyze the influences of the velocity ratio c/U (c represents wave velocity and U represents flow velocity) on the drag reduction rate and net power saving. They found that, within a certain range (−1.0 < c/U < 2.0), the drag reduction rate increased with the increases of the velocity ratio, and the optimal net power saving appeared when the velocity ratio is 1.2.
Nakanishi et al. [119] found that when the traveling wave propagates along the positive flow direction, better drag reduction performance could be achieved. A drag reduction rate of 69% and a net energy saving rate of 65% were generated based on the DNS results.
Ahmad et al. [120] found that the traveling waves, generated by wall-normal velocity, propagating in the upstream direction could also effectively reduce the skin friction drag. They thought that the streamwise travelling waves of wall-normal velocity reduced the cross-flow velocity fluctuation in the buffer layer, made the velocity streak more stable, thus weakened the Reynolds shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy. Mamori et al. [121] found through simulation analyses that the traveling wave could cause the spanwise roller-like vortices to replace the near-wall flow vortex and induce velocity slip, as shown in Fig.19 . This change facilitated the generation of negative Reynolds shear stress to realize the skin friction drag reduction.
VI. DRAG REDUCTION BASED ON MICRO VIBRATION
As the turbulent boundary layer mainly exists in the near-wall fluid domain, the method of drag reduction based on micro vibration, which has the advantages of small size and fast response, has been studied [122] - [125] .
The micro actuators used in drag reduction mainly include electromagnetic actuators and piezoelectric actuators, in which the intensity of the micro vibration produced on the wall by electromagnetic actuators is larger, but it has the disadvantages of high power consumption and vulnerability to electromagnetic interference [87] , [126] , [127] . Piezoelectric actuators have the advantages of low power consumption, wide frequency bandwidth and immunity from electromagnetic interference. Thus, producing micro vibrations based on piezoelectric actuators is one of the hotspots in drag reduction researches [128] - [132] . Here we mainly discuss the methods of producing micro vibration on the wall by piezoelectric actuator to achieve drag reduction.
As the piezoelectric actuator could generate considerable micro vibration which could effectively control fluid when applied pulse voltages [133] , it could be embedded in the wall to control turbulent coherent structure to achieve drag reduction. In 1960s, Wehrmann [134] proposed using piezoelectric ceramics to generate micro vibration on the wall to reduce the velocity fluctuation of Karman Vortex Street. Then, Wiltse and Glezer [135] modified the free shear flow characteristics in square pipes by adjusting the amplitude parameters of pulse voltages, which was applied on the piezoelectric actuators.
The main vibration parameters of piezoelectric actuator were amplitude, phase, bandwidth and frequency [136] . The relationship between amplitude and frequency, phase and frequency mainly depends on the parameters of excitation signal. While, the amplitude and bandwidth usually interact with each other, that is, to satisfy larger amplitude (bandwidth), bandwidth (amplitude) generally needs to be reduced. Therefore, in order to obtain better performance of controlling the characteristics of the boundary layer, larger vibration amplitude needs to be obtained within a given frequency range [137] .
A. PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATORS USED FOR ACHIEVING DRAG REDUCTION 1) DRAG REDUCTION BASED ON CANTILEVER PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATOR
Cantilever piezoelectric actuator is a type of piezoelectric actuator which can provide a good balance between vibration amplitude and bandwidth for drag reduction. Cattafesta et al. [138] designed a piezoelectric actuator that could achieve maximum deflection at a given bandwidth, which could cause significant flow disturbances in low-speed flow. The proportional relationships between flow velocity fluctuation, tip displacement and average velocity profile were given.
Haller et al. [139] designed a single cantilever piezoelectric actuator consisting of piezo-polymer-Composite (PPC) and flexible silicon film, which could form traveling waves on the wall. Then, they optimize the actuator to increase the effective propagation area of the traveling waves propagating along the spanwise direction and streamwise direction, as shown in Fig.20 . They found that increasing the effective propagation area of traveling waves could obtain better drag reduction performance, that is, the piezoelectric actuators should be reasonably controlled and arranged to generate traveling waves instead of standing waves.
Mathew et al. [140] established finite element models, which was based on the perfect-bond theory and shear-lag theory, and analytical models of designed piezoelectric actuator. Built on the obtained results, they found that the shear-lag theory model was more accurate than the perfect-bond theory model in frequency prediction. Besides, they optimized the designed piezoelectric actuator according to the conclusions that the deformation of bimorph piezoelectric actuator was larger than that of unimorph piezoelectric actuator.
Jacobson and Reynolds [141] designed a cantilever piezoelectric actuator to reduce the skin friction drag. The experimental results proved that the micro vibration generated by piezoelectric actuator could delay the transition process of near-wall fluid from laminar to turbulent flow, and the average shear force on the downstream wall was significantly reduced. Kumar et al. [142] also proved that the micro vibration created by cantilever piezoelectric actuator could change the velocity profile characteristics of the near wall fluid and 7048 VOLUME 8, 2020 reduce the skin friction drag when applied to low velocity situations.
Seifert et al. [143] proposed setting cantilever piezoelectric actuator on the surface of PR8-40-SE airfoil to generate micro vibration for disturbing the turbulent boundary layer and achieving wall drag reduction. They obtained the results of boundary layer velocity fluctuation, lift/drag coefficient and power efficiency under different excitation parameters.
Blackwelder et al. [144] designed a bimorph piezoelectric delta-wing cantilever actuator to generate wall micro vibration for drag reduction. They discovered that when the actuator was placed along downstream direction, better drag reduction effect could be achieved. Then, they analyzed the interference characteristics of micro vibration generated by the embedded unimorph piezoelectric delta-wing cantilever actuator, as shown in Fig.21 , to near-wall turbulence based on experiments, which further verified the efficiency of the drag reduction method [145] .
Zheng et al. [146] studied the interference characteristics of micro vibration generated by cantilever piezoelectric actuator on the turbulent boundary layer, based on wind tunnel experiments, as shown in Fig.22 . They obtained the average flow velocity and friction stress of the near-wall fluid when the piezoelectric actuator was loaded with different voltage amplitudes and frequencies, and obtained the drag reduction rate with the maximum value of 26.83%. They concluded that the drag reduction performance was proportional to the vibration amplitude when the vibration frequency was constant. They thought that micro vibration of piezoelectric actuator reduced the strength of flow vortices near the wall, which decreased the skin friction drag.
Bai et al. [147] studied the effect of synchronous and asynchronous micro vibration created by the designed two unimorph piezoelectric cantilever actuators, as shown in Fig.23 , on the near wall turbulence characteristics. Wind tunnel test results show that the drag reduction performance of asynchronous micro vibration was preferable to that of synchronous micro vibration. A drag reduction rate as 18.54% was obtained when asynchronous micro vibration was created by the two unimorph piezoelectric cantilever actuator.
Bai et al. [148] proposed to achieve drag reduction by placing several piezoelectric actuators on the wall and applying different excitation signals to them to generate traveling waves, as shown in Fig.24 . They found that the drag reduction performance mainly was related to the wave length, vibration amplitude and vibration frequency. Based on the wind tunnel test results, a local drag reduction rate of up to 50% was achieved. They thought that the mechanism could be explained as follows: the traveling waves produced a regularized streamwise vorticity, which hindered the interaction effect between the near wall fluid and the large-scale turbulent structure, and suppressed the turbulent bursting. Then, they studied the changes of streak structure under micro vibration, and found that the traveling waves, generated by micro vibration created by piezoelectric actuator, made the streak structure orderly and reduced the turbulent kinetic energy [149] .
2) DRAG REDUCTION BASED ON BONDED PIEZOELECTRIC PLATE
Mansoor et al. [150] proposed the use of bonded piezoelectric plate to generate micro vibration on the wing surface to achieve drag reduction, and studied its non-linear characteristics. Then, they designed a small bounded type non-linear rectangular actuator to achieve wall drag reduction, as shown in Fig.25 . The vibration with amplitude as 250 µm was obtained in an effective frequency range. They found that the frequency response fluctuation could be eliminated by pasting a center mass on the metallic membrane [151] . Subsequently, they designed a non-linear actuator consisting of four piezoelectric ceramic arrays and metallic plate, which could generate large amplitude traveling waves on the wall to achieve drag reduction, as shown in Fig.26 . They optimized the thickness and the spacing of piezoelectric ceramics to reduce the bending stress of piezoelectric ceramics when the maximum amplitude was obtained [152] .
Malladi et al. [153] used two Macro-Fiber Composite (MFC) piezoelectric actuators to generate micro vibration on a flat plate to achieve wall drag reduction. Then, they studied the influence of the arrangement and excitation of MFC actuators on the formation characteristics of traveling wave, which was beneficial to achieve drag reduction [154] . They analyzed the vibration results of four MFC piezoelectric actuators under different loading modes (excite A and B, excite A and C, excite A and D), as shown in Fig.27 . They found that when only exciting A-B or A-C, standing waves could be formed on the plate, while when exciting A-D, traveling waves could be formed on the plate.
In order to reduce the wall drag of ship-like hull, we proposed to bond piezoelectric ceramics on the inner wall to generate micro vibration. The effects of related parameters on the drag reduction performance were obtained by simulations and experiments [155] .
3) DRAG REDUCTION BASED ON PIEZOELECTRIC COMPOSITE ACTUATOR
Papila et al. [156] optimized a clamped circular piezoelectric ceramic actuator for flow control. In the given design range, the optimum thickness and radius of piezoelectric sheet were obtained by analytic solutions. They concluded that a power law relationship exists between displacement and bandwidth, that is, the gain-bandwidth product was constant.
In order to reduce the space occupied by the piezoelectric actuators, Haller et al. [157] designed cymbal piezoelectric polymer composite actuators, as shown in Fig.28 . Based on the wind experimental results, it was proved that the micro vibration generated by the actuator could effectively reduce the instability of fluid flow on the wing surface and achieve well drag reduction performance.
Segawa et al. [158] placed several piezoelectric ceramic actuators on the outer wall of the water channel to generate traveling waves to achieve drag reduction, as shown in Fig.29 .
The drag reduction performance was tested by PIV experiments. They thought that the main reason for achieving drag reduction was that the traveling waves corrected the near wall longitudinal vortices and suppressed the coherent structure near the wall.
B. CONTROL METHODS OF PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATOR FOR DRAG REDUCTION
The control methods of piezoelectric actuator used for drag reduction mainly include open-loop control methods and closed-loop control methods. For closed-loop control method, the information of wall shear stress, wall pressure, and flow velocity was obtained by sensors and be fed back to the control system, so as to adjust the working state of piezoelectric actuator to obtain stable drag reduction performance [159] - [162] . Compared with open-loop control, closed-loop control could achieve better drag reduction performance, because turbulent boundary layer has the characteristics of randomness and spatio-temporal intermittence [163] - [166] . Kasagi et al. [167] , Zhou and Bai [168] and Brunton and Noack [169] summarized the state of art of achieving active drag reduction based on closed-loop control methods. It could be seen that for drag reduction based on closed-loop control, experiments were difficult to be carried out. The main reason was that the information of the turbulent boundary layer was hard to be obtained in time and accurately by a small number of sensors.
Jacobson and Reynolds [141] used piezoelectric actuators to produce steady and unsteady disturbances in the boundary layer built on closed-loop control, which reduced the shear stress on the downstream wall.
The drag reduction method based on piezoelectric micro vibration proposed by Bai et al. [148] obtained well drag reduction performance, but the control efficiency was relatively low. Thus, Zhou et al. [170] placed sensors in the upstream and downstream areas of piezoelectric actuators to measure wall shear force, so as to achieve piezoelectric vibration drag reduction based on closed-loop control, as shown in Fig.30 . They compared the performance of piezoelectric vibration drag reduction under different control methods, and concluded that closed-loop control could save a lot of energy. Then, they studied the drag reduction performance under different closed-loop control methods, and verified the results through wind tunnel experiments [171] . 
VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
The skin friction force is mainly created due to the coherent structure which exists in turbulent boundary layer. Active interference of the coherent structure of turbulent boundary layer can restrain the turbulent bursting and reduce the skin friction force effectively. In this work, based on the actuation mode, we divide the active drag reduction methods as: drag reduction based on wall motion, drag reduction based on volume force control, drag reduction based on wall deformation and drag reduction based on micro vibration. The states of the art of each active drag reduction method are discussed and conclusions are summarized:
1) According to the motion form, drag reduction based on wall motion can be divided into drag reduction based on spanwise wall oscillation and drag reduction based on oscillation traveling waves. The spanwise wall oscillation could interfere with the spatial correlation between near wall streamwise vortices and streak structure, leading to high-speed fluid moving away from the wall and low-speed fluid moving toward the wall which could achieve the drag reduction. The oscillation traveling waves could create new streamwise vorticities in the turbulent boundary layer, which restrained the turbulent bursting and reduced the skin friction drag. The drag reduction performance is listed in Table 1 . Quantities with the ''+'' superscript in the Table 1 are made dimensionless with viscous wall units, which are also applicable to the following table. The drag reduction method based on wall motion is suitable for plates and pipes which can accept oscillating motion, such as the walls of oil / natural gas transportation pipeline, swept wing of aircraft, etc.
2) The drag reduction method based on volume force control is that applying electrodes and permanent magnets to generate Lorentz forces in the near wall conductive fluid or apply plasma actuator to generate plasma force, and induce the generation of traveling waves. Based on the propagate direction, it can be divided into drag reduction based on spanwise traveling waves and streamwise traveling waves. The traveling waves, propagating along spanwise direction, could suppress the longitudinal vortices near the wall and reduce the instability of low-speed streak structure, which can achieve the drag reduction. The traveling waves, propagating along streamwise direction, could suppress the frequency and intensity of turbulent bursting near the wall, which reduced the skin friction drag. The drag reduction performance is in Table 2 . The drag reduction method based on volume force control is suitable for the situations where the target wall moves in conductive fluid or plasma could be generated in the near wall, such as the walls of underwater vehicle, high-speed train, aircraft wing wall, etc.
3) The drag reduction method based on wall deformation is to make the wall deform by external actuators to create traveling waves on the wall, which could interfere with the turbulent boundary layer and reduce the skin friction force. The traveling waves could change the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer and reduce the momentum exchange in the near wall fluid, which can achieve the drag reduction. Based on the propagate direction, the method also can be divided into drag reduction based on spanwise traveling waves and drag reduction based on streamwise traveling waves. The drag reduction performance is listed in Table 3 . This drag reduction is suitable for flexible walls that can deform, such as the walls of flexible vehicle, flexible aircraft, etc. 4) For drag reduction based on micro vibration, which is mainly produced by piezoelectric actuator, although the driven deformation amplitude is small, the vibration velocity of the micro vibration is large enough to interfere with the turbulent boundary layer. The piezoelectric actuators, used for producing micro vibration, mainly are cantilever piezoelectric actuator, bonded piezoelectric plate and piezoelectric composite actuator. Methods for controlling the piezoelectric actuators mainly include open-loop control methods and closed-loop control methods. Closed-loop control methods could obtain better drag reduction performance than open-loop control methods, while the control systems are more complicated and costly. The drag reduction performance is listed in Table 4 . By controlling the micro vibration to form traveling waves also could obtain better drag reduction performance, the traveling waves could produce regularized streamwise vorticities, which hindered the large-scale turbulent structure and suppressed the turbulent bursting. This method is suitable for general walls that can withstand relatively high frequency vibrations, such as the walls of underwater vehicle, aircraft wing, rocket, etc. 5) Besides, it can be seen that, achieving drag reduction by traveling waves is more effective and the drag reduction performance can be adjusted by controlling the characteristics of the traveling waves. It is also a trend to combine active control method with passive control method to achieve better drag reduction performance.
